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FINALLY!
Water, water, everywhere…but not in many parts of North Dakota and, in many 
cases, the water that’s  available contains excessive amounts of contaminants 
contrary to good health. North Dakota is a land of climate extremes, and 
similarly, water supply is another extreme. From declining aquifers, exposed 
lake beds, and no stream flow to record levels for Devils Lake and the Red 
River, we’ve seen it all in the relatively short time period that North Dakota has 
recorded this data. Historically, the people of North Dakota have quietly dealt 
with the adversity common to life on the upper plains, and living without a safe, 
affordable, reliable water supply was just one more hardship to endure without 
complaint. This is a story, in part, of what happened when we found our voice. 

More than 30 years ago, the Needs Assessment for the Northwest Area Water 
Supply (NAWS) was completed as part of the Garrison Diversion Municipal, Rural, 
and Industrial (MR&I) component of the 1986 Garrison Diversion Reformulation 
Act. Following completion of the Pre-Final Design in 1994, a host of studies 
and assessments were initiated to evaluate water quality, project features, risk 
assessment, biota transfer and environmental assessment, and other efforts to satisfy 
the International Joint Commission (IJC) requirements for moving ahead with the 
project. This included a commitment by the City of Minot to fund the 35% nonfederal 
share for the project through a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) in 2001. 
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2000s

2001
June 4 
Environmental 
Assessment 
is completed 2001

Septemer 10 
Canadian appeal 
to carry out full 
EIS is rejected

GO AND STOP
Construction of the first pipeline segment 
began in 2002. The Province of Manitoba 
filed suit in October of 2002 following 
rejection of their FONSI appeal requiring 
an Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) for the project, with an injunction 
halting construction issued in 2005. The 
injunction was amended in 2005 to allow 
completion of the supply system pipeline 
segments and nontreatment-related work 
south of the Continental Divide. Further 
amendments in 2006 allowed project 
components unrelated to treatment to be 
implemented to address critical needs. 
In 2013, an injunction modification was 
issued halting all work on the project 
until issues of fact were resolved.

Thirteen years of litigation, a supplemental 
EIS, a new EIS, and a host of concessions 
(including a Biota Water Treatment Facility 
that will add approximately $90 million 
to the total project cost) followed. On 
August 10, 2018, the Court ruled in favor 
of the US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) 
and the State of North Dakota, approving 
the EIS, confirming NEPA requirements 
had been met, and vacating the injuction 
on the project. HEI was immediately 
tasked by the North Dakota State Water 
Commission (NDSWC) with developing 
the final project scope for multiple 
design contracts based on available State 
funding for NAWS work. Tim Freije, PE, 
NAWS and Southwest Pipeline Project 
Section Head as well as the NAWS Project 
Manager for the State of North Dakota, 
had tasked HEI with developing a design 
and construction sequence, including 
preliminary opinions of cost, in October 
of 2015 in preparation for this moment. 
That foresight was invaluable as it gave 
the design team and the State a road 
map of what projects should be initiated 
in what order and at what potential cost 
to achieve the goal— pumping Missouri 
River water to Minot and beyond.

STATUS CHECK
While the federal project injunction limited 
NAWS design and construction activities, 
it did not limit the needs faced by the 

1980s

1987
NAWS 
study was 
initiated in 
November 1988

Needs 
Assessment

1990s

1994
Pre-Final 
Design 
completed 
for three 
separate 
systems

1998
City of Minot approves 
1% sales tax to fund 
the nonfederal share 
of capital costs

City of Minot and the project service area. 
Treatment processes within the Minot 
Water Treatment Plant (WTP)—specifically 
several chemical feed systems and the 
softening basins—had reached their 
useful service life prior to the injunction. 
This was not deferred maintenance, since 
the facilities are well maintained and 
operated by Minot WTP staff, but simply 
the result of delays in the overall NAWS 
project pushing infrastructure past its 
reasonable operating life. As such, the 
ability to keep the softeners in operation 
during a rehabilitation project was now 
in question due to equipment age and 
increased water demands for the system. 

The NDSWC and City of Minot decided 
to replace the softening capacity for the 
existing facility as a maintenance-driven 
project, which fell outside the Court’s 
jurisdiction, while incorporating features 
within the design that would not preclude 
future raw water supply treatment 
decisions. The Technical Team began 
work on the 7-1B Contract in July of 2015, 
which consisted of two phases: Phase I 
Predesign and Facility Plan Update and 
Phase II Final Design and Bidding Services.  
The contract was awarded in February of 
2018 and is currently slated for completion 

in mid-2020. The project will replace 
18 million gallons per day of softening 
capacity, provide new chemical systems, 
influent flow control from Minot’s well 
fields as well as the NAWS pipeline, and 
a new operations center. One additional 
feature included in this contract is a power 
generation system at the Minot WTP that 
will recover energy from the raw water 
supply. This generation system will provide 

Construction of raw water 
supply system from Minot, ND, 
to Lake Sakakawea.

Construction of a new 
2-million-gallon raw water 
reservoir for the Sundre Raw 
Water Supply System.
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2002
Groundbreaking of 
pipeline construction 
from Minot to 
Lake Sakakawea
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US District 
Court issued 
an injunction 
halting 
construction

2005
April - injunction was 
modified to allow 
completion of already 
initiated projects

2008
45 miles 
of pipeline 
completed

2006
Notice of 
Intent to 
initiate EIS

2007
December -  
release of 
draft EIS

2008
December -  
release of 
final EIS

significant load reduction for the entire 
facility and, considering future project 
flows, will pay for itself within 10 years 
while providing surplus power to the grid.

Another project conceived and 
constructed during the federal injunction 
was led by the City of Minot. The Sundre 
well system southeast of Minot has been 
designated since the NAWS predesign 
report in 1994 as the emergency and 
conjunctive supply for the project. Well 
rehabilitation and transmission pipeline 
work was programmed as a future phase 
of NAWS infrastructure to accommodate 
this mission; however, the 2011 Mouse 
River flood also impacted this system, 
and the Enhanced Flood Protection 
Project to protect the City would require 
multiple reroutes of the existing 42-inch 
transmission pipeline during construction. 

Minot staff and Technical Team members 
evaluated impacts to the Sundre system 
during flood protection planning and 
design and came to the conclusion that 
keeping this primary source of Minot’s 
water supply in operation during flood 
protection system construction would 
be extremely costly while resulting in 
multiple delays and system interruptions, 
including water rationing, for Minot 
residents and NAWS customers. 

The project to reconfigure and reroute the 
Sundre water supply system ultimately 
included constructing a raw water reservoir 
near the well field, a booster pump 
station, and a new pipeline routed south 
and west of the City connecting to the 
NAWS 2-1A pipeline approximately 5 miles 
south of Minot. Approaching the problem 
obliquely saved an estimated $5 million 
compared to the necessary reroutes for 
the flood protection impacts while utilizing 
the existing NAWS pipeline segment. 

This project was designed in 2016 and 
completed in 2018, giving the Minot 
WTP the infrastructure necessary 
to keep providing water to the City 
and NAWS customers during the 
ongoing, intensive construction activity 
throughout Minot and the region.

Completed interior as part of Phase I of the 
improvements at the Minot Water Treatment Plant.

Project Highlight: 
Minot Water  
Treatment Facility  
Filtration System  
Improvements
Working in conjunction with the NDSWC, 
City of Minot Public Works, and Water 
Plant staff, the HEI team developed 
a three-phase series of improvement 
projects for the Minot Water Treatment 
Facility (WTF). The first phase consisted 
of renovating and modifying the 
existing filtration system. The system 
features are necessary to provide 
needed upgrades for treating existing 
Mouse River and groundwater supplies 
near Minot as well as the anticipated 
future surface water supply from the 
Missouri River at Lake Sakakawea. 

Project elements of Phase I 
improvements included:

• New media design to achieve 
higher filtration rates

• New internal components, piping,  
and controls for each of the 12 filters

• Each filter was equipped with  
filter-to-waste capabilities

• Individual turbidity monitors  
were installed on each filter

A key component to the success of this 
project was to maintain facility water 
production capabilities with minimal 
disruption during construction. HEI 
accomplished this component using 
phased construction during the historical 
low demand season and limiting plant 
capacity to 50% during construction.
This project required extensive 
coordination with the NDSWC, 
Minot staff, and US Bureau of 
Reclamation. The construction cost 
for this phase was $8 million.

This project, along with numerous 
others, will help provide clean, safe 
drinking water to the residents of Minot 
and the entire NAWS service area. 

Minot Water Treatment Plant Phase I filter pipe 
gallery.

Minot Water Treatment Plant Phase I filter 
backwash piping.
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2010s

water service to Bottineau before using 
the Lake Sakakawea raw water supply. 
Two more contracts that will complete the 
transmission pipeline connection to the City 
of Bottineau water system are currently 
under design and anticipated to be 
substantially complete by the end of 2020. 
Bottineau has been a NAWS member since 
the start of the project and has experienced 
water quality issues for decades as well 
as shortages in recent years, resulting in 
parts of the City being completely without 
water. This “parallel path” of utilizing 
Minot’s existing water supply as capacity 
is or becomes available to relieve NAWS 
service area problems on an interim basis 
is consistent with the direction provided 
to the Technical Team by the NDSWC and 
the City of Minot well over a decade ago.  

By connecting the scheduling of project 
features with recently executed design 
contracts for the South Prairie Reservoir 
and Control Structure on the supply system 
and the Lansford Reservoir and Booster 
Pump Station for treated water storage and 
pumping, we can accomplish one key goal: 
when Lake Sakakawea water becomes 
available for treatment at the Minot 
WTP, the rest of the project features 
for the NAWS service area will be 
in place to utilize the water. 

2013
Injunction 
issued 
halting 
all work 2015

July - 
Work on 
Contract 7-1B 
begins

2020s

2020
Anticipated completion of 
the transmission pipeline 
connection to the City of 
Bottineau water system 

2018
August 10 - 
Injunction relief 
is issued

2018
Sundre 
Water 
Supply 
System 
complete

2018
Completion of 
softening basin 
expansion at 
the Minot WTP
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programmatic fashion that provides 
benefit to the service area incrementally 
as the longer period project elements 
such as the Biota WTP are designed and 
constructed. Without this foresight by 
the NDSWC for preparing to proceed, the 
project would have experienced months 
of delays and would not have received 
sufficient funding to complete design and 
construction of multiple simultaneous 
contracts. The North Dakota State 
Legislature and Governor’s office were 
very supportive of moving the project 
forward as well, with funding provided in 
the 2019-2021 biennium that supported 
completion of key project elements 
necessary to achieve the simultaneous 
design and construction sequence 
identified in the implementation plan.

WHERE WE ARE GOING
With three contracts currently under 
construction—(1) Minot WTP Phase 
II, (2) Contract 2-3C to complete the 
NAWS transmission pipeline from north 
of Lansford to the Renville Corner, and 
(3) Contract 2-4A extending from the 
Renville Corner east to the division of 
Highway 5 and Highway 83 south of 
Westhope—significant progress will soon 
be realized for providing interim partial 

PREPARING TO PROCEED
As early as October of 2015, the NDSWC 
was tasking HEI with an execution plan 
to complete all NAWS project features 
if the State said “Go!”. This task was 
completed by breaking down the project 
into water supply, treatment, and 
transmission components—including 
operational, startup, and ancillary process 
phases to bring facilities online in a 
logical sequence—and developing an 
implementation plan that incorporated 
estimated timelines for design and 
construction as well as tentative opinions 
of probable construction cost. 

That implementation plan has turned into 
the road map for project completion, 
although as with any plan it was modified 
multiple times since development. Multiple 
phases for project construction at the Biota 
WTP and the Snake Creek Pumping Plant 
(SCPP) as well as creating sub-phases 
for other infrastructure was necessary to 
accommodate NAWS funding realities.  

The NDSWC, City of Minot, and the 
Technical Team have worked and 
continue to work closely to modify 
planned individual NAWS elements 
to enable project implementation in a 

Perry Weiner, NDSWC Field 
Project Manager, observing 
flushing operations at NAWS 
Reservoir 3 near Kenmare, ND.
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NAWS at a Glance

230 miles
of pipe

81,000
planned 
served area 
population

21.75
million gallons 

of storage

16municipalities  
served

2028
Anticipated 
project 
completion 
(funding-  
driven)

2021
Anticipated completion of:

• Water pipeline to provide service to Souris
• Water pipeline to provide service to 
   Bottineau and All Seasons System I
• South Prairie Control Structure 
   and Reservoir Bypass
• Supply system evaluation and initiation

2022
Anticipated completion of:

 • Biota Water Treatment  
    Plant and Pump  
    Station Phase I
• Snake Creek Pumping  
   Facility Retrofit

In the interim period, partial flow to the 
NAWS service area can continue and 
potentially expand based on additional 
supply and treatment capacity from the 
City of Minot and new storage and pumping 
capacity in the transmission system.

FURTHER DOWN THE LINE 
Although there is a tremendous amount 
of activity and financial commitment 
taking place to achieve the concurrent 
goals of providing Lake Sakakawea water 
to Minot and interim water service to 
Bottineau, a significant amount of work 
remains to complete the NAWS project.  

Current programming indicates two 
more phases of construction at the Biota 
WTP and an additional construction 
phase at the Minot WTP to achieve the 
27 million gallons per day project design 
capacity in addition to the multiple 
transmission system reservoirs and 
booster pump stations necessary for full 
use by NAWS service area members.  

Completion of these project phases, in 
addition to system startup and ancillary 
systems for maximizing operational 
efficiency, are projected to extend into 
the year 2028 assuming that future NAWS 
funding on a federal and state level remains 
consistent and sufficient to maintain 
design, construction, and commissioning 
activities throughout that timeline.

In light of the known needs for water in 
the project service area plus potential 
unserved rural areas communicated by 
the three regional water systems that are 
part of NAWS, coupled with Minot’s recent 
growth and associated water demand, 
the support shown by the administration 
and legislature to complete this project 
has been a welcome change for the 
people in the NAWS service area that 
have waited more than four decades for 
the idea of a safe, affordable, quality 
water supply to become a reality. They 
can finally see a light at the end of the 
tunnel, and this time it isn’t a train.

Project 
Area

2020
Anticipated completion of:

• Softening basin expansion at the  
  Water Treatment Plant
• Finished water pipeline to provide  
  service to Westhope
• Finished water pipeline from  
  to Renville Corner

Minot

Glenburn

3 regional water 
systems

Pipeline ready for installation 
on NAWS Contract 2-4A east 
of Renville Corner.
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SHAWN SOEHREN, PE
Shawn is originally from Reeder, ND. 
After graduating from NDSU, he 
began his career with the Missouri 
Department of Transportation as a 

traffic engineer before moving up to 
become an area engineer responsible 

for highways in several counties. 

When Shawn and his family returned home to western North 
Dakota, he became City Engineer for the City of Dickinson, 
shifting his focus to urban roadways as well as a wide range 
of other municipal needs. He founded Boundary Engineering 
in 2012 and continued to focus on the municipal needs 
of clients by providing solutions for utility projects in the 
areas of water supply, storm sewer, and sanitary sewer. 

Shawn and his family continue to call western North Dakota
home, where he will remain as HEI's new Dickinson Office
Manager.

HEI ACQUIRES BOUNDARY ENGINEERING
Together, we can serve clients in ways we 
couldn't individually
THE INK IS DRY
On Tuesday, September 25, Jeff LeDoux 
(President/CEO of HEI) and Shawn 
Soehren (President and founder of 
Boundary Engineering) finalized HEI’s 
acquisition of Boundary Engineering 
with a handshake and a signature. 
With the ink dry, Shawn Soehren 
and Kory Schweitzer have officially 
become part of the HEI family. 

Shawn and Kory each bring with them 
a wealth of municipal experience along 
with a variety of other skill sets. Together, 
they have served clients in western 
North Dakota for years by following 
philosophies that align well with HEI’s.

HEI and Boundary Engineering saw an 
opportunity to serve our collective clients 
better together than we could apart. 
With Shawn and Kory on board, clients 
who already rely on HEI to serve them 
throughout western North Dakota and 

across the South Dakota and Montana 
borders will have two new, exceptional 
professionals right in Dickinson to 
call on for a wide variety of needs. 

Those clients who have come to trust 
Shawn and Kory over the years can still 
count on them for the same services 
they always have. But more than 
that, Shawn and Kory now have the 
horsepower of HEI's 200+ professionals 
behind them as well as the ability to 
offer new services and technologies. 

KORY SCHWEITZER
Kory has nearly 25 years of experience 
as a civil designer, construction 
observer, and project manager. 
Originally from Berthold, ND, Kory 

earned his associate's degree from 
Williston State College before heading 

south to earn his bachelor's degree from 
the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology. 

When Shawn founded Boundary Engineering in 2012, 
one of the first people he asked to join was Kory. Kory 
and Shawn will continue to serve clients together out of 
Dickinson, carrying forward the successful partnership 
that has solved problems for so many clients already. 

Outside of work, Kory is an avid baseball fan, rooting for the 
Minnesota Twins all the way from western North Dakota.

JEFF LEDOUX, PE
President/CEO
“This acquisition 
helps HEI realize our 
five-year strategic 

plan and fulfills our 
commitment to be 

‘prudently investing in 
growth.’ HEI will continue to look for 
intelligent and practical opportunities 
to better serve our clients, improve 
our culture for our employees, and 
expand the services we offer and 
the areas in which we offer them. 

This acquisition is a win-win for both our 
companies and will create continued 
growth and opportunities for years to 
come. HEI and Boundary Engineering 
aligned together provides ideal and new 
services to our clients in western North 
Dakota. We are excited that Shawn and 
Kory will be part of the HEI team.”  Shawn and Kory will serve clients out of 

HEI's Dickinson office.
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NEW RAINFALL LEVELS ARE 
CREATING NEW CHALLENGES FOR 
OUR REGION
After a rainy and wet summer season, many 
across the region are coming to terms with 
a new, soggy normal. Stormwater systems  
in many areas are struggling to keep up 
with rising rainfall amounts, creating new 
challenges for local stormwater managers.

Modeling is a service that consulting 
engineers like HEI can provide to help 
manage stormwater. This is a tool that is 
needed now more than ever! A hydrologic 
and hydraulic model helps users visualize 
where and how water will flow during 
a storm, quickly identifying areas at 
risk given a certain rainfall amount.

Models can be a large investment for 
cities and watershed districts, ultimately 
funded by and on behalf of their taxpayers. 
Sensitive to these pressures, HEI is careful 
to provide transparency and added value 
to clients investing in stormwater models. 

Currently, with advanced modeling and 
GIS technology, a large amount of data 
is generated during the development 
of a stormwater model. Because this 
data belongs to the client, we package 
and deliver it in a format that is easily 
accessible, understandable, and usable 
for many purposes such as for maps, 
outreach, reporting, websites, and more. 
Not all models are created equal, and 
an intelligent data management model 
will continue to provide benefits long 
after it's paid for. As challenges grow 
for stormwater managers, we urge them 
to consider a data-centric solution!

EMPOWERING STORMWATER MANAGERS 
WITH DATA-CENTRIC SOLUTIONS 

Inputs and outputs are a mystery 
and you have zero control.

Easy to access well-documented inputs 
and outputs, creating transparency for 
your full team regardless of modeling 

experience. 

You can only use your hard 
earned data once.

Use data for outreach, web enhancement, 
and responses to stakeholders. 

“The model is a black box” Client Access

Third parties can’t update your 
models, making you feel chained to 
the consultant who built it originally.

Break the ties that bind. By delivering 
model data in a standard GIS format, 

your model can be maintained by 
anybody you want!

“Only the consultant that built 
the model can use it.”

Control

Model updates and infrastructure 
changes can lead to obsolete data 

that is stuck in model limbo.

With this in place, a consistent and 
controlled updating process can be 
used to keep your model relevant.

“My expensive model is now  
obsolete!”

A model with a supporting  
data management structure

“How can I use this model in 
other ways?”

Use your data for more

Your problem is... HEI’s solution?
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HEI and all those working on the project 
went above and beyond to meet these 
design issues and the tight timeline. Regular 
meetings with the contractor and NDSU 
staff were held throughout the project to 
keep communication open and tasks on 
schedule. 

NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO 
SPEED UP POURS

At the same time, a brand new 
laser screeding technology 

was implemented during 
pouring to lessen 
manhours and speed up 
the process. This remote 
machine sent vibrations 
into the concrete as it 

swept over the surface, 
getting rid of air pockets and 

leveling the lot to an incredible 
accuracy. In addition to accuracy, 

this also meant that a 60-foot wide 
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by 360-foot long stretch could be poured 
in 8-9 hours with less workers compared 
to the by-hand alternative, which would be 
much more labor intensive.

In total, more than 500 truckloads 
hauled enough concrete to cover 
26,000 square yards to a depth 
of 6 inches, all within 1 month of 
on and off rain. The project was 
completed two weeks prior to 
NDSU's fall 2019 move-in date.

The two new lots currently provide nearly 
800 parking spaces for the 440 residences 
in Cater Hall and the surrounding buildings, 
while also providing overflow for Fargo-
Moorhead Redhawks baseball games during 
the summer months, which take place just 
across the street.

The summer of 2019 was no stranger to 
rain, especially in Fargo, ND. Precipitation 
was more than 3 inches above average 
throughout the F-M Area, making gardens 
plentiful but construction deadlines 
difficult to meet. This, combined with North 
Dakota State University's (NDSU) short 
summer break, meant that pouring 
the HR and AR parking lots 
just west of the newly 
constructed Catherine 
Cater Hall was a race 
against the clock.  

THE 
COMPLICATIONS 
OF PARKING LOTS
Reconstructing a 
parking lot is much 
more complex than 
just pouring concrete. 
Previous parking 
lot materials, handicap 
accessibility, underground utilities, 
lighting, signage, and so much more all had 
to be accounted for. 

Making things even more complicated 
was the elevation difference between the 
previous parking lots and the brand new 
student housing. Up to 3 feet of variance 
existed, meaning handicap accessibility 
would be impossible without major design 
accommodations and meticulous attention 
to detail.     

EXTREME CONCRETE:
HR and AR Parking Lots, NDSU
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GROWING PROFITS
Why America's only state-owned mill  
invested in 16,000 feet of new track

CREATED WITH A PURPOSE
Founded in 1922, the North Dakota State 
Mill was created to solve a challenge 
facing farmers in the state. At the time, 
Minneapolis was the primary wheat 
market for North Dakota farmers and 
elevators. The mills and grain exchange 
in the Twin Cities proved a costly market 
for the North Dakota farmer, who lost 
portions of their profits to freight costs. 

By establishing the North Dakota State 
Mill in the city of Grand Forks, farmers 
had a much closer destination to send 
their harvests. Nearly 100 years later, 
many North Dakota farmers still ship to 
the Mill, which provides value-adding 
services by converting spring wheat to 
flour (used for bread, rolls, and bagels) and 
durum wheat to semolina (used to create 
products such as pasta and couscous).   

GROWTH AND CHANGE
The Mill and the State have a unique 
relationship. The Mill—the only state-owned 
mill in the country—doesn’t receive funds 
from the State to subsidize operations, 
despite what some could assume based on 
the ownership. The Mill operates entirely 
off its own revenue, and has incredibly 
deposited more than 50% of its profits 
into the State General Fund annually 
for the past 35 years. Like any business, 
however, the Mill must make regular 
improvements to stay competitive.

More than 90% of the Mill’s revenues come 
from customers outside North Dakota. 
That means that the very challenge 
that led to the Mill’s creation in the first 
place—shipping costs—is still a factor. 
When the Mill recently increased its 
milling capacity, that meant an expansion 
of its rail shipping infrastructure. 

A few years ago, the Mill began improving 
its infrastructure by reconstructing 1,140 
feet of track and constructing a new 
concrete crossing and turnout, which 
allowed the Mill to expand its building 
footprint. But these were just the first 
steps in a string of improvements, 
and the Mill has undertaken a far 
more ambitious project since. 

While concurrently constructing four large 
storage silos, the Mill began a second and 
much greater track expansion project, 
initiated with two goals in mind. First, it 
allows the Mill to now land 115-car-unit 
trains; longer trains like these are more 
economical than the shorter trains landing 
before. Secondly, the Mill significantly saves 
on future demurrage (i.e., storage) costs by 
storing rail cars on its own tracks instead 
of in a nearby railyard. Currently, the Mill 
must pay a daily fee for railcars stored 
in the railyard, which eats into profits.

More than 4,000 feet of new track is dedicated to providing storage for rail cars used 
by the Mill. The Mill will use this new track to store the cars itself, saving on fees.

More than 16,000 feet of track was 
constructed north of the Mill.

Located in Grand Forks

Produces and ships  
4.95 million lbs of milled 
products daily

Ships more than 1.4 million lbs 
of food-grade bran and wheat 
middlings daily

Cleans, processes, and mills 
more than 100,000 bushels 
of top-quality North Dakota 
wheat daily

Adds value to 34 million 
bushels of spring and durum 
wheat annuallyN
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27th Avenue North

Restored Crossing

CONCLUSION
A novel idea at the time of its founding, 
the Mill still stands out as unique today. 
And while staying competitive isn't 
easy in any market, the Mill has ensured 
it will remain a unique agricultural 
fixture with its recent infrastructure 
investments by reducing long-term costs 
and, consequently, contributing more 
to the North Dakota General Fund. 

Many stakeholders beyond the 
Mill worked together to make 
this project a success, including 
the City of Grand Forks, BNSF 
Railway, the North Dakota 
Department of Transportation, 
the US Army Corps of Engineers, 
and nearby businesses.

The project constructed approximately 
16,000 feet of new track. It starts south of 
the Mill and runs north, initially paralleling 
existing track adjacent to Mill Road. From 
there, the new track extends beyond where 
the existing track ended, crossing English 
Coulee and Mill Road to create more than 
4,000 feet of track designated for storing 
railcars. In addition, seven new turnouts 
and numerous crossings were constructed.

This new track will allow the Mill to operate 
more economically in a few ways, which 
together will increase profits for the Mill 
and the North Dakota State General Fund.

MORE THAN JUST TRACK
With the longer trains, rail traffic will 
occasionally prevent vehicular access 
to 27th Avenue North from the east. Its 
previous west-side connection to US 81 
was lost when the bridge over English 
Coulee was taken out of service. After 
working with the City of Grand Forks to 
examine solutions, the Mill constructed a 
new box culvert on 27th Avenue North, 
restoring access to the roadway from 
US 81 and ensuring that rail traffic will never 
cut off 27th Avenue North completely. 

With the new box culvert in place and access over English Coulee restored on 27th Avenue 
North, motorists will have an alternative access point from the west to the scrapyard, shops, 
and a house when a train interrupts access from Mill Road.

ND 
State 
Mill

M
ill R

oad

27th Avenue N

English Coulee

Bacon Road

New Box Culvert 
Restores 

Access from the 
West

81
US

N

N

72,300 cubic yards 
of excavation

60 acres of seeding

4,600 feet of storm 
sewer and 490 feet 
of sanitary forcemain

46,400 tons of 
Class 5 gravelB
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A DAM CHECKUP
How cutting-edge tools help us  
understand North Dakota dams

Floods. Recreation. Water supply. 
These reasons and more spurred the 
construction of dams throughout the 
Upper Midwest over the past 150 years. 
Now decades old—and in some cases 
even more than a century old—these 
dams present complex challenges 
to those who now maintain them.

Matejcek Dam, built in 1966, is an earthen 
dam that holds back the Middle Branch 
Forest River in northeast North Dakota. 
The Walsh County Water Resource District 
(WCWRD)—which operates and maintains 
the dam—recently initiated a project to 
determine how much sediment has built 
up behind the dam, which will indicate 
how much time is left in the dam’s life span 
as well as priorities for rehabilitation.

WHY IS SEDIMENT A PROBLEM?
Every river carries some amount of 
sediment—dirt and particles carried along 
in the water. When a river encounters 
a dam, some or most of that sediment 
deposits upstream of the dam, building up 
over years. This can raise water levels and 
reduce storage capacity, compromising 
both the purpose and life of the dam.

Predicting sediment deposit rates is tough. 
Coring rigs have been used traditionally 
and give vertical profiles of the ground, but 
they are large and heavy machines. These 
unwieldy rigs prove cumbersome at best on 
a shoreline, and reservoirs can be located 
in remote areas that lack the infrastructure 
to move such equipment on site in the first 
place. And getting one of these rigs out 
over the water itself? That’s even trickier. 

Traditional sonar tools also fall short 
because they can't determine the 
amount of sediment that has been 
deposited on top of the original floor 
or what the sediment consists of.

ALONG CAME A TINKERER
Professionals across a variety of fields 
recognized these challenges, and a few 
of them set out to find solutions. That's 
where Paul Higley and his company, 
Specialty Devices Inc. (SDI), come in.

Higley's scientific passions and penchant 
for tinkering have led to a lifetime of 
adventures that lay people and fellow 
scientists alike would find fascinating 
(from tracking satellites to searching for 
shipwrecks). Using his own experiences 
as a guide, Higley led the creation of SDI's 
proprietary sonar equipment as well as a 
special coring tool called the VibeCore-D. 
This summer, HEI teamed with Texas-based 
SDI to bring these tools to North Dakota 
and put them to work at Matejcek Dam.

LEARNING FROM THE BEST
When HEI secured the use of the unique 
tools developed by SDI, it was Higley 
himself who brought them north and 
trained HEI on the nuances of each. 

HEI equipped a pontoon with specialized 
sonar equipment that broadcasts in 
multiple frequencies simultaneously. 
Different frequencies achieve different 
penetration depths depending on the 

material located on the reservoir bed, 
informing users of the depth of the original 
reservoir bed, how much sediment has 
deposited on top of it, and a general idea of 
what that sediment consists of (e.g., dense 
organic material or large granular material). 

HEI paired the sonar data with core 
samples taken by the VibeCore-D from 
locations throughout the reservoir, which 
were used to verify the sonar data's 
accuracy as well as to provide greater 
insight into the sediment's makeup. 
The VibeCore-D is a lightweight, energy-
efficient alternative to traditional drilling 
rigs. Traditional drilling rigs are heavy and 
use their weight to help penetrate dense 
soils; however, the saturated sediment 
at the bottom of a reservoir requires a 
different approach. The VibeCore-D is 
lightweight and requires nothing more 
than a car battery to generate vertical 
vibrations, allowing a hollow coring 
tube to slip through the sediment.

BENEFITS NOW AND LATER
The study revealed sediment was around 
3 feet deep in several places and that it 
was rich with organic material. This gave 
the WCWRD insights into the primary 
sources of the sediment and what actions 
could be taken to best reduce the amount 
of sediment entering the reservoir.

HEI and Higley worked closely together 
throughout this project. After the 
extensive and successful work completed 
on the Matejcek Dam, HEI can now 
provide similar services on virtually 
any water body in the region.

The VibeCore-D mounted on the front of 
a pontoon.
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Josh Johnson, PLA
605.271.0378
jjohnson@houstoneng.com

Josh Hinds, MBA, PE, PTOE
701.499.9465
jhinds@houstoneng.com

Brad Peschong, CPG
605.271.0378
bpeschong@houstoneng.com

Showcasing HEI's newest services and the faces leading the way
FEATURED SERVICE AREAS

LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE

HYDROGEOLOGY
TRAFFIC 

ENGINEERING
Landscape architecture is a broad and 
diverse profession that includes, but is not 
limited to, master planning, site design, 
grading and drainage, sustainability, and 
transportation. It encompasses elements 
of not only architecture, but also art, the 
environment, and engineering in the design 
process for both public and private spaces   
alike.                                                                       
                                                             
Landscape architects are involved with the 
design of streetscapes (see image below), 
parks, residential and commercial site 
designs, campuses, golf courses, land use 
plans, and more. 

Our new hydrogeology service sector 
provides groundwater, geological, 
and environmental expertise to HEI's 
continually expanding portfolio of services. 
Groundwater flow, occurrence, quality 
and quantity, integrated with subsurface 
geological knowledge and interpretation, 
augments HEI's legacy of surface water 
expertise. 

Environmental services such as 
contaminated soil, groundwater, and 
vapor assessment and remediation are 
also added. This new service sector has 
successfully completed a Non-Methane 
Organic Compounds (NMOC) landfill gas 
assessment for the Dickinson Landfill in 
North Dakota (see image below) and a 
waste oil spill clean-up in Sioux Falls, SD. 

The traffic engineering team at HEI 
provides planning and design services 
for everything from intersection and 
roadway layouts (see image below) to 
safety reviews. The team provides planning 
services for transportation systems from 
the very beginning of a project to close out. 

Pavement marking, signing, roadway 
lighting and traffic signals, traffic impact 
reports, traffic modeling and analysis, and 
corridor and intersection studies are some 
of the ways we can support your projects. 

Pennington County Bridge and 
Transportation Corridor
Pennington County, MN 

Landscape Plan for Madison 
Cyber Labs Building for
Dakota State University 
Madison, South Dakota

Dickinson Landfill
Dickinson, ND

Motor Solution Waste Oil Spill 
Clean-Up
Sioux Falls, SD

Rocking Horse Farm Development
Fargo, ND

52nd Avenue South Reconstruction
Fargo, ND

PROJECT EXAMPLES 
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHTS

Naomi Disrud is no stranger to the art of the written word. As Communications Manager 
at HEI, Naomi oversees a team that provides marketing, technical writing and editing, and 
communications support to the company's more than 200 employees, spanning across nine 
offices in four states. A native of Saint Paul, Naomi moved to Fargo to attend North Dakota 
State University (NDSU) where she received her BS in English and psychology. She later went 
on to teach first-year English while completing MA coursework in English at NDSU. Naomi, 
first a civil engineering major, got the best of both worlds when she joined HEI's team in 
2012, calling her position a perfect fit. In order to better serve HEI's clients, Naomi recently 
became certified in Proposal Management by the Association of Proposal Management 
Professionals (APMP). Naomi regularly leads HEI's proposal team from beginning kick-
off meetings to final production of proposals and through to the interview process. 

Outside of work Naomi volunteers with First Lutheran Church, United Way of Cass-Clay, as well 
as the Ronald McDonald House and is an active member of the Bleeding Disorders Alliance of 
North Dakota (BDAND) and the Jefferson Area Neighborhood Association (JANA). An avid 
traveler, Naomi and her family recently made it to Disney World for the first time and introduced 
Freyja to Medora, ND; they are now gearing up for their first international trip as a family. 

Naomi's three-year-old daughter, Freyja, also keeps her busy with swimming 
lessons, dance class, gymnastics, and much more. Naomi, her husband Stephen, 
and Freyja regularly spend time spoiling the family's three rescue pets: cat Cleo 
(20-years-old), cat George (4-years-old), and dog Lilly (9-years-old). 

Fun Facts
Traveled to Indonesia 
for two months during 
college 

Favorite home 
cooked meal is 

paella prepared 
on an outdoor grill 

or fire pit by her 
husband, Stephen

Recently finished 
Stranger Things on 
Netflix 

What is your favorite sports team? 
NDSU Bison football. I also follow the NFL teams that have former Bison on their team until they 
leave the team. When they play each other I'm in a quandry because I just want them to tie. 

What was the most unusal or interesting job you've ever had? 
As a senior undergrad at NDSU; I worked as a writer/editor intern for the Extension Service in 
agriculture communications. I was a city girl doing agriculture research reporting—it was really 
fun to learn about—but I would show up in farm fields throughout North Dakota so ill-prepared. 

What have you learned from your experience at HEI? 
So much—I don't even know where to start. We can accomplish so much more 
when we're backing each other up and sharing our different perspectives. 

Often, firms our size do not have the breadth or depth that we do—we're truly a one-stop-
shop, and there's so much you can do for our clients and communities when you have that. 

What do you like most about your job/role? 
I love the variety and that I'm constantly learning - and the people, our team. I also appreciate 
all the opportunities we have to grow and challenge ourselves and each other. I'm currently 
participating in the Fargo Moorhead West Fargo Chamber's Leadership Program, and it's so 
fulfilling to learn more about local issues and find ways to help cultivate positive change. 

Getting to know

Naomi Disrud Naomi at an NDSU Bison football game 
with daughter Freyja and Lucia Benda.

Naomi and her family visited 
Medora, ND, this past summer. 

Q&A
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Getting to know

Dan Heitzman
Dan Heitzman recently crossed the ten-year mark at HEI as a successful Water Supply Project 
Manager in our Bismarck office—though his career at HEI has been much more than just clocking 
in and out each day. From representing the company on construction sites to consistently serving 
the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians (TMBCI), Dan has led quite the life at HEI. But 
before we dive into his professional life, let’s hear more about Dan’s world outside the office. 

Dan and his wife Jenny have two children, Elizabeth (3) and Toren (1), not to mention their fur 
baby, Reuben (a Springer Spaniel). The Heitzman family splits their vacation time between 
Dan’s family cabin on Brush Lake, ND, Jenny’s family cabin on Max Lake in Manitoba, and 
exploring new areas in the region. From rediscovering places like Medora, ND, to taking new 
road trips to the Riding Mountain National Park in Manitoba, the family likes to find the hidden 
gems in the Upper Midwest. Dan’s exploration and love of the area feeds into his work at HEI, 
where he strives to provide solutions to our clients’ complex and diverse water supply needs.

Dan with his 
wife, Jenny, 
and their 
children 
Elizabeth 
and Toren.

Fun Facts
Dan and Reuben 
spend lots of time 
working in the field 
together

Enjoys cooking with his 
wife and his beloved 

ceramic cooker

Entertains 
family and 
friends with new 
meat smoking 
techniques

Tell us about the projects you 
are currently working on at HEI. 
I have been mainly working 
on water and sewer projects 
for the TMBCI for the last 5+ 
years. I have worked on a very 
diverse set of projects for this 
client because they have a 
diverse set of needs, including:  
• wellfield development; 
• water storage; 
• water treatment; 
• booster stations; and 
• water transmission, 

distribution, and service. 

There have been opportunities 
to help with administrative 
and planning tasks which 
tie into their enterprise 
such as infrastructure GIS 
mapping, aquifer level and 
quality monitoring, and 
hydraulic modeling.

What do you like most 
about your job/role?
It is very rewarding to help 
clients like the TMBCI work 
toward finishing their Water 
System Master Plan. My 
involvement includes project 
prioritization, funding, 
preliminary engineering 
reports, design, and 
construction management. 
I am involved for the full 
life cycle of these projects, 
which is very fulfilling.

What have you learned from 
your experience at HEI?  
Work hard and rely on your 
team. Most days are fun, 
but sometimes the stress of 
developing these projects 
can feel overwhelming. We 
have a very talented staff 
here at HEI. Putting your faith 
into your team and allowing 

them to do their job is key to 
managing pressure. That, and 
working hard always helps. 

Reuben enjoying a boat ride.

The Heitzman family on a road trip to Medora, ND. 

Q&A
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SNAPSHOTS
P R O J E C T We'd love to showcase all that we do at HEI, but 

we'd run out of pages! Here's a quick overview of 
some projects we've been working on or recently 
completed.

Pedestrian Bridge for 
Senior Living Center

Flood Control Levee ImprovementNew RDO Equipment Site

52nd Avenue South Roadway Reconstruction

I-229/26th Street, Southeastern Avenue Reconstruction

Drain 50 runs just south of the Serenity 
Senior Living Center. This required 
residents to cross on a roadway that 
was exposed to traffic. HEI provided 
designs for a new pedestrian bridge 
and path so that pedestrians have a 
safer (and closer) means of crossing 
the drain. The bridge was designed 
and constructed in the same year.  

The City of Hendrum experienced record flood levels during the spring of 2009. 
This resulted in the need for significant emergency measures. HEI assisted the 
Wild Rice Watershed District (WRWD) and the City to develop a multi-phased, 
multi-year project to provide FEMA certifiable protection through extensive 
planning and coordination between the WRWD, City, State of Minnesota, MnDOT, 
County, and Red River Watershed Management Board.

When leaders at RDO began looking for the right site for a new location, they 
had HEI’s GIS and drone team capture footage of the future site to create a 
3D model. This helped provide an accurate vision of the future site from all 
angles including for motorists along I-94. HEI also performed the site design, 
permitting, and construction staking. We look forward to the store opening in 
2020 and wish RDO success in their new facility! 

In recent years, Fargo, West Fargo, and Horace have grown quickly. Fifty-second 
Avenue South serves many of the new and planned developments but was just 
two lanes for a portion of the corridor. HEI worked with the Fargo-Moorhead 
Metropolitan Council of Governments and the City of Fargo to study this corridor 
and complete the designs to better serve the growing population. This project 
features the first ever RCUTs in the Fargo-Moorhead area and also includes two 
new bridges with aesthetic treatments as well as significant upgrades to area 
paths to improve pedestrian connectivity. HEI oversaw construction for the new 
bridges that started this summer and will be completed this fall.

The 26th Street grade raise and I-229 interchange project began construction 
this year. The two-year project will cost more than $37 million combined and 
will greatly improve traffic movement. Additional turn lanes, new interstate 
geometry, and an added railroad overpass will improve travel times and safety 
for commuters. BNSF Railway hired HEI in partnership with TKDA to represent 
the railway to oversee construction progress.

Dilworth, MN

Hendrum, MNDayton, MN

3D Model

Fargo, ND

Sioux Falls, SD
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Our employees are the core of our company, and we value their 
commitment and contributions. Congratulations to the following 
employees on their milestone work anniversaries! Years

Service
of

Bruce Albright
HEI/BRRWD 
Administrator

Jayne Olson
Accountng Assistant

Bart Schultz, PE
Sr Project Manager/

Office Manager

REMEMBERING GEORGE HOUSTON
HEI's founder and namesake George Houston passed away unexpectedly on April 3, 
2019 while vacationing in Florida. George cast the business foundation our firm still 
lives by today. Our prayers go out to the Houston family. 
 
George embodied several important traits, which he instilled in HEI. He brought a 
sense of hunger and ambition. He founded HEI at the ripe age of 26 in 1968, offering 
survey and civil engineering services. Since that time, our firm has grown to 200+ 
employees with offices in four states offering a broad range of services. 

"Client service was always his top priority," states Jeff LeDoux, President/CEO. "He 
also gave employees the independence to grow to their maximum potential and 
succeed in the industry. George had the work hard and play hard(er) attitude and 
made sure ‘fun’ was a part of the corporate equation. His legacy will continue, and 
we will be forever grateful for what he started."

George Houston in 1984

10
years

40
years

25
years

20
years

Luke Beckermann, PE
Engineer III

Dawn Grindahl
Accounting Assistant

Gabe Bladow, PE
Project Engineer

Erik Nelson, GISP
GIS Analyst II

Randy Engelstad, PE
Project Engineer

Lisa Odens, PE, CFM
Project Engineer

Joe Lewis, PE
Project Manager

Steve Hanson
CAD Technician II

Josh Barth
IT Manager

Drew Kessler, PhD 
Project Manager

Connie Gulleson
Administrative 

Assistant

Katherine Lind
Scientist II

Zachery Hartung, EI
Engineer II

Todd Marschall, PLS
Project Manager
Land Surveying

Heidi Joarnt
Sr Communications 

Specialist

Emma McFall
Engineer II

Patrick Johanneck, 
PLS

Land Surveyor I

Michael Mooridian
Communications 

Specialist

Ben Jore, EI
Engineer II

Joe Reiter, PE
Engineer III

Wes Keller, MEng, PE
Engineer III

Bennett Uhler, PE
Engineer III

5
years

15
years
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NEWS AND EVENTS

NEW EMPLOYEES
WELCOME

Nathaniel Baeumler, MS
Scientist I

Ryan Fetch
Engineer I

Trent Karel
Survey Technician I

Billy Preston
Survey Technician I

RaeAnn Berg
HEI/BRRWD 

Administrative 
Assistant

Robert Gautier
Software Engineer I

Chris Myers, PE
Engineer III

Mara Sikkink
Administrative 

Assistant

Carlie Borchers, EI
Engineer I

Zach Holweger
Engineer I

Dominic Neameyer
Engineer I

Doug Thomas
Sr Project Manager

Josiah Erickson, EI
Engineer I

Whitney Jackson
Communications 

Assistant

Craig Odenbach, 
PE, CFM

Project Manager

Ryan Westerberg
Systems 

Administrator

Mike Opat, MBA, PE, 
CFM

Sr Project Manager

1. HEI participated in the Middle Sauk Spring 
and Fall WaterFests with the Sauk River 
Watershed District. HEI's team taught fourth 
grade students about the water cycle and 
demonstrated ways HEI helps maintain water 
quality in lakes.

2. HEI participated in the North Dakota 
Department of Transportation's Adopt-A-
Highway program by cleaning up the ditches 
along a three-mile stretch of US 83 north of 
Bismarck, ND. HEI's team filled nearly 200 
bags of garbage throughout the summer!

3. Chad Qualley, Dustin Buchholtz, and Chuck 
Rebsch (pictured left to right) taught 
students about the land surveying profession 
and demonstrated equipment used in their 
daily work during Marketplace for Kids held 
at the Microsoft Campus in Fargo, ND.

4. Congratulations to the following staff 
(pictured left to right): Patrick Johanneck 
earned a Professional Land Surveyor (PLS) 
license for Minnesota; Paul LeClaire earned 

1

32

4

Be part of our team! Visit our careers page to 
find open positions across our firm. 
www.houstoneng.com/careers

Want to learn more about what our team is up 
to throughout the year? Visit our recent news 
section on our website.
www.houstoneng.com/news
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Follow us on social media and visit our website to stay connected.

a Professional Engineer (PE) license for North 
Dakota; Bennett Uhler earned a PE for North 
Dakota and Minnesota; and Moriya Rufer 
earned a Lakes Manager Certification from the 
North American Lake Management Society. 

5. HEI celebrated our new Maple Grove office 
location with friends, family, and clients 
during a successful open house in May. Guests 
toured the new space and learned about 
HEI's services through various stations while 
enjoying tasty food, brews, and treats from an 
ice cream truck!

6. HEI's team volunteered at The Banquet of 
Sioux Falls in South Dakota to serve a hot 
breakfast to more than 200 guests.

7. HEI's team participated in several parades 
throughout the summer, including the 
Pennington County Fair, Looney Daze, and 
West Fest.

8. Kristen Lotvedt graduated from the Leadership 
Fargo Moorhead West Fargo program through 
the Chamber. The 10-month program is made 
up of 40 participants where they are exposed 
to community issues and are challenged to 
complete an initiative to positively impact the 
community. 

9. Connie Gulleson graduated from the Women's 
Leadership Program offered by the North 
Dakota Women's Business Center, which 
expands personal, professional, community, 
and health leadership skills in women of all 
ages.

AWARDS
10. The City of Minot's Downtown Infrastructure 

Improvements project was recognized by the 
American Public Works Association (APWA) 
as one of this year's most successful and 
impressive public works projects in the nation. 
Lance Meyer from the City of Minot, along with 
HEI's Kevin Martin, presented on the lessons 
this project can teach others during the PWX 
event held in Seattle, WA.

11. Project Manager Alan Kemmet accepted the 
Engineering Excellence Award from the ACEC/
ND for the City of Minot Water Treatment Plant 
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program project. This 
award was presented at the ACEC/ND's spring 
conference. 

12. The Minnesota Department of Revenue 
Tax Web App project won the national 
2019 ClearMark Award, which recognizes 
organizations for best plain language 
principles in action. HEI's team customized 
the application to meet the agency's needs 
for usability that were not out-of-the-box 
solutions, and the agency nominated this 
project for the award. 

13. For the sixth consecutive year, Prairie Business 
magazine recognized HEI among the 50 Best 
Places to work in the northern Great Plains. 
 
HEI was ranked in the 2019 Top 500 Design 
Firms by Engineering News-Record for the 
second year in a row. 
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MS4FRONT GETS A MAKEOVER
MS4Front is a comprehensive, MS4 permit software solution designed with MS4 permittees in mind. A lot has changed 
in the last decade since MS4Front was launched, including technology devices as well as web and mobile programming 
languages. Our experience working with MS4s across the country has given us a tremendous amount of knowledge on 
how MS4s need and want to interact with data and run their MS4 program. To capitalize on that experience and new 
technology, we decided to completely redevelop MS4Front.

Since 2012, HEI has offered a 
comprehensive, MS4 permit 
software solution designed with 
MS4 permittees and watershed 
management organizations in mind.

MS4

Joe Lewis, PE
763.493.6673 
jlewis@houstoneng.com

Contact Joe Lewis 
to Learn More

• More Configuration Options

• Better, Intuitive Design

• and more!

Redevelopment 
Highlights

ms4front.com

Streamlined Data and Map Editing

Greater Extensib
ility


